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In the shadow of Montone, a beautiful Italian village 
in the Northern part of UMBRIA, a region referred 

to as “The Green Heart of Italy’’, we find the home given 
to a large number of Arabian horses from all around the 
globe. 

A Home, where relationships are founded on trust and 
professionalism
A Home, where the Arabian horses get the love and care 
they deserve
A Home, where memories are created
A Home, we named Capecci  Arabian training center ...

Capecci Arabian Training Center has grown with great 
success within the world of Arabian horses internationally.  
No surprise with one of the most respected, favorite 
couples leading the center. Susi & Paolo Capecci have 
followed their dreams standing side by side through all 
the moments and stages of their journey. 
Some of the world’s most memorable Arabians have 
competed and been presented by Paolo Capecci, a true 
horseman who has captured several titles over the years. 
Susi Gurschler Capecci has been around Arabian horses 
practically all her life. Walking in her father’s footsteps, 
she has been gifted with a special ‘ Eye’ for a horse. Her 
knowledge of and experience with the Arabian horse 
make her the right person for a professional environment 
such as Capecci Training Center.
Giampaolo Gubbiotti, better known as Woody, was 
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greatly involved in the growth of the Training Center. 
No less than any other does he share the love for these 
beautiful creatures. Over these last years Woody has 
focused on promotional activities and public relations. 
The management and team have turned effective 
cooperation and creative thinking. 
The organizational structure of Capecci facilities makes 
it possible to offer the best training programs and also 
the highest quality services when it comes to Arabian 
breeding due to their highly experienced staff.
They say ‘Never change a winning team’ and so they stick 
together.
When there is teamwork and collaboration wonderful 
things can be achieved.
The Training Center is a facility completing all Equestrian 
needs. The training center creates personalized, relevant 
programs for each horse.
With an instinct and sensitivity for Arabian horses and 
more than 20 years experience in breeding, Capecci IATC 
is about to take the breeding station beyond expectations. 
With an additional complex still under construction, the 
training center will be able to offer a total of 65 stables for 
breeding. The facility provides the broodmares with 18 
hectares of pasture. The breeding facility is separate from 
the training facility to ensure the broodmares, stallions 
and young stock have a peaceful surrounding away from 
the daily training activities. 
The breeding services offered in collaboration and with 
great gratitude to their highly experienced veterinarian 
Dr. Andrea Del Sero contain: artificial insemination, 
embryo-transfer, infertility investigation, detecting and 
managing equine infertility problems and, last but not 
least, to give an appropriate program for pregnant mares 
and foaling. Dedication and hard work has resulted into 
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a high success rate in mare pregnancy. During the foaling 
period, mares are stabled in boxes containing observation 
cameras and foal alert systems for all mares close to their 
foaling date. This way the staff are able to closely observe 
the mares and provide help when it is needed.

The Training Center can simplify breeding for you with 
assistance from some of the best fertility experts in Italy. 
Stallions are provided with the best care, keeping them 
in top shape to make sure the quality of semen is at its 
highest.  Capecci IATC offers several breeding services 
for stallions: managing the stallion, promotion, breeding 
potential examination, phantom training, semen 
collection and evaluation, processing of cooled semen 
shipment and semen freezing, storage and distribution.
The wide range of services offered by the center can 
meet most demands of Arabian horse owners both for 
Training & Breeding. 
On behalf of Capecci Training Center, we are delighted 
to extend to you a warm welcome! 
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Fa El Rasheem
FA EL SHAWAN X VIRTUOSA MLR

Royal Colours
TRUE COLOURS X XTREME WONDER
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Es Harir
AJ DINAR X TF MAGNUMS MAGIC

Mountassar al Zobair
KHIDAR X FALHA AL SHAQAB BY GAZAL AL SHAQAB
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Falah Al Shaqab
FADI AL SHAQAB X JOSEPH JUST EMOTION

Wadee Al Shaqab
MARWAN AL SHAQAB X OFW MISHAAHL
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Sg Labib
WH JUSTICE X DF HALIFA

Bihnas Ezzain
YASSOOB EZZAIN X NAYYERAH EZZAIN
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ZT Marwteyn
MARWAN AL SHAQAB X ZT LUDJTEYNA

Espressivo KA
QR MARC X EMOCJA
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Al Saeedi
KYRO KA X TRUE SAHARA TDD

Qr Marc
MARWAN AL SHAQAB X SWETE DREAMS
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Gr Marvel
MARWAN AL SHAQAB X LC FERRARITY
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